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In 2020, the whole world changed when everyone had to stop what they were doing and go into
intensive restrictive measures to halt the spread of the Coronavirus pandemic. Several
institutions were forced to shut down including educational systems.

According to the World Health Organization, the novel Coronavirus, known as COVID-19, is a
virulent pathogen that spreads through droplets of saliva or discharge from the nose when an
infected person coughs or sneezes.

Due to the transmission of the virus,   several institutions were forced into lockdowns or
shutdowns to limit the transmission rate. Still to this day, all institutions are affected, including
educational systems.

Education has been delivered through in-person instruction for many years. However, due to the
disruption of the recent COVID-19 pandemic, students and teachers have transitioned from
in-person to online/virtual learning delivery.

At Ryerson University/X University, the institution transitioned to the digital online environment
in early March 2020. This adjustment was met with mixed reactions from students. Especially
those students whose programs require interactive and creative lab components.

Sydney Smeet is a recent undergraduate student from the Interior Design program at Ryerson/X
University. During the transition period, Smeet was on an exchange program at Middlesex
University in London, England.

“I came back on March 18th. Basically, the Friday before that, Friday the 13th, we told all of our
professors that we had been called home,” She says, “Ryerson was no longer sponsoring us

https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus#tab=tab_1
https://www.ryerson.ca/news-events/news/2020/03/president-mohamed-lachemi-announces-universitys-plans-to-deal-with-covid-19/
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there. We had to come home because our Visas were no longer valid.”

Smeet mentions when being called back home, the Middlesex University was doing the same
protocol of recalling their students back to their homes during that period of time.

“Their regular students were from all over Europe anyway so they were all going home as well.
It kind of was a 180 switch from the 18th of March.”

For the Fall 2020 semester, Smeet was enrolled in five courses. In the Winter 2021 semester, she
was enrolled in four courses. Doing both semesters online, it was a negative experience for her
due to it being draining and having a heavy workload.

“It was really difficult. Even though I had routines established near the end of my fourth year, it
was still very draining. I crashed really hard at the end of the semester, emotionally, mentaly, and
physically.”

Although, one thing Smeet brought up was since it was her last semester in her undergraduate
program, she was lucky enough to have great friendships already created with classmates that
doing group projects were less daunting.

“Because I was in my fourth year, I have had that social aspect established already,” said Smeets,
“Even though it wasn’t the same and didn’t get the closure that I wanted at the end of the year,
especially since I wasn’t with them since December 2019, that wasn’t the negative impact.”

However, another student in a different program had a similar, but far more challenging
experience than Smeet did.

Alex Koenigsberg’s experience with the new digital environment was very different from
Sydney's experience. Koenigsberg is going into his fourth year of Graphic Communications
Management program. He did not like the transition to the digital environment.

“It impacted me negatively because of how I best learn. I don’t learn remotely or at home. Home
is not a workplace for me. The transition to online made learning incredibly difficult. I still
haven’t adapted to it.”

Koenigsberg was enrolled in five courses in the Fall 2020 semester. However, for the Winter
2021 semester, he dropped out of school because he felt extremely uncomfortable with the
learning environment that he had a meltdown in November of 2020.

“Everything fell apart. I had a crisis in November 2020. That's why I did not take the next
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semester, I said ‘If one semester did this to mee, I am not risking another.”

He goes on to explain that it was due to the new digital learning environment.

“I did not attend the Winter semester because after giving the prior two semesters a trial online
and having disastrous results from trying to work on them, I decided to postpone my studies until
in-person classes resume.”

From Ryerson/X University Registrar’s office, several FCAD students such as Alex withdrew,
paused or dropped out of school between the period of March 2020 to July 2021. Students who
withdrew on a short-term basis were 248, whereas students who withdrew permanently were
136.

Also, the university saw increases in each faculty in acceptance deferrals. In 2020, the
Undergraduate Admissions office saw an increase of 32 per cent (68 students) in deferral
requests. FCAD saw a 22.82 per cent increase in Admission deferral between 2019, which saw
32 requests, compared to 2020, which saw 55 requests.

Something that made learning difficult for Alex is his learning difficulties due to diagnosed
conditions.

Alex Koenigsberg has Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD). According to The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), ADHD is a
disorder marked by an ongoing pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that
interferes with functioning or development.

According to the American Psychiatric Association, ASD is a complex developmental condition
that involves  persistent challenges  in social interaction, speech and nonverbal communication,
and restricted/repetitive behaviors.

One thing Alex mentioned was his limited access to getting the required equipment for online
learning. He did not have any of the right equipment for the online learning environment that
made it harder for him to participate in class.

“I do not have access to a webcam on my computer. When the pandemic hit, webcams were sold
out. I did not participate through video. When participating through audio, I would try to
maximize my interaction, answering as many questions as I could and active engagement. It
became a bit harder in the online environment to do so although I kept attempting at least.”

Koenigsberg discussed how some professors were very accommodating while others failed to

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder-adhd
https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/autism/what-is-autism-spectrum-disorder
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communicate. One professor was very picky when marking assignments and projects.

“He would have marked deductions for things he had not explained. There was an assignment
where the objective was to assemble this coloured globe to represent colour space. You were then
supposed to take a selfie with it to prove you did it. He reduced my mark by 30% because I held
the globe with the light at the bottom.”

Nishat Chowdhury is about to start in her third year of Journalism at the university. In the Fall
2020 semester, she was in five courses. In the Winter 2021 semester, she was in four courses.
Her biggest criticism was not getting the full hands-on experience and felt a lack of motivation to
do anything school related due to her attention and productivity levels being down.

“It was exhausting, but you expect that you're doing school from home that it would be less
tiring, but it isn’t,” she says, “I definitely got Zoom fatigue and felt like also that my
concentration levels have plummeted during COVID. I could not pay attention, my attention
levels went down so much.”

“I did 9 courses overall, Fall and Winter combined, and I didn’t retain much. I went to the classes
and was like ‘Am I actually learning?’ No, I am just doing them.”

However, a positive she got out of doing remote schooling during a pandemic was cutting time
and money down on transportation costs.

“The biggest thing was saving money because I wasn’t commuting. Also, I guess saving time as
well,” She explains, “It has made me realize there are a lot of classes that you don’t have to go to
campus for. You can just do it from home online and it is fine.”

Chowdhury wishes she had established a routine prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic.

“I wished I was more disciplined with myself. At the end of the day, I felt bad about myself. I
wasn’t doing my best or I wasn’t feeling my best,” she said, “also, I feel that I should cut myzself
some slack because it was a pandemic.”

Not only were undergraduate students feeling the impacts of the online learning atmosphere
during a global pandemic. Graduate students were also feeling the intense nature of the
environment.

Katelyn O’brien is completing her Master’s Degree in Digital Media. O’Brien had a mixed bag
reaction to the new online digital learning environment. She felt anxious and rewarded with the
new learning environment.
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“It was a mixed bag for sure. It was hard transitioning into a brand new space online. I had a hard
time communicating who I am and figuring out social settings in an academic setting. I was
really anxious,” she said, “it's the first time in a masters program doing that many courses with
that level of content at once. First time interacting with 40 new people, and trying to find a
supervisor was the worst as it set the tone for online learning and you have to do the best you
can.”

“It was hard, but it was also super rewarding. I learned a lot about myself. I learned a lot about
what I was capable of, I made a lot of beautiful things and I got to build connections and build
relationships with some really, really cool individuals.”

However, O’Brien mentally suffered throughout the school year by lack of social interaction and
stresses of school with the addition of the COVID-19 crisis.

“It definitely doesn't feel like I went to school. Ever since the winter semester, it's just been so
isolating. You're on your own ship in the middle of the ocean and if you're lucky you'll see like a
little canoe. you're on your own there's no one there you don't have a fleet. Isolation has been
hard.”

Sydney, Alex, Nishat and Katelyn were not only students whose mental health suffered during
this unusual academic school year. Several other students at Ryerson/X University felt their
mental and physical health was being impacted due to online learning and COVID-19.

Ryerson/X University Mental Health and Wellbeing Center reported and witnessed the following
throughout the pandemic year:

● an increased need for care reflected in a greater number of students requiring additional
support following their initial counselling appointment, and an increase in students
accepting counselling slots when offered

● an increase in the complexity of students' presenting concerns, including the following:
○ lack of stable housing
○ lack of private space
○ challenges related to motivation and ability to focus on academic work
○ sense of disconnection from peers and wider campus community
○ employment insecurity
○ limited resources and options for students who live in unsafe homes
○ impacts of racial trauma, gender-based violence, and other forms of systemic

violence
○ impacts of pre-existing mental health concerns, family and other relationship

issues exacerbated by added stress from pandemic
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○ International students are navigating multiple layers of uncertainty related to the
wellbeing of their family in their home countries, and added financial pressure
due to economic impacts of the pandemic.

○ increased burnout and struggles with motivation.

Due to these new issues mentioned above came up during the pandemic, the CSDC team offered
the following support systems to the university body:

● increasing flexibility in our service delivery, including providing additional appointments
where possible, working creatively with students in navigating limitations due to lack of
private space, and providing matching (where possible) for students who request to work
with counsellors with specific identities (i.e. gender, sexual orientation,
race/ethnicity/culture)

● expanding our community resource network to include a greater number of service
providers identifying as BIPOC

● developing and delivering mental health workshops tailored to the needs of specific
student groups

● developing and delivering new therapy groups specific to the abovementioned presenting
concerns, including a group for coping with COVID-19, and a group for Black-identified
students

● increasing our mental health education and outreach efforts to build the capacity of staff
and faculty in better understanding and supporting students navigating mental health
concerns

● increasing collaboration efforts with other student support services, such as the TMP and
academic program offices, to integrate mental health into programming

Although it is unknown whether another pandemic will come and go where universities would be
shut down, multiple articles and journals have made suggestions as to the best practices when in
a similar situation. Northwestern University published an informative piece on learning during
COVID-19. They broke it down into the following eight categories:

1. How can I get advice from other Northwestern students?
a. Hear what experienced undergrads have to say about making the most of remote

learning!
2. How can I set myself up for success with remote learning technology?

a. Inform yourself.
b. Practice!
c. Know that it's OK for your tech not to work perfectly.

3. How do I put myself in the right frame of mind for studying?
a. Be patient with yourself and others.
b. Take advantage of support resources.

https://www.northwestern.edu/academic-support-learning/academic-strategies/learning-during-covid-19.html
https://www.northwestern.edu/academic-support-learning/academic-strategies/learning-during-covid-19.html
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c. Navigate family and other commitments.
d. Continue to improve your learning skills.

4. How do I stay organized?
a. Plan out your tasks.
b. Review your syllabi.
c. Create structure for yourself.

5. How do I stay focused?
a. Be mindful of multitasking.
b. Try monotasking.
c. Boost your motivation.
d. Create an environment that works for you.
e. Acknowledge external stressors.

6. How can I stay engaged with remote classes?
a. Make video lectures work for you.
b. Find your comfort zone in remote classes and discussions.
c. Be a good online citizen.
d. Set yourself up for success in remote groups or team-based projects.
e. Let your instructors know if you're experiencing challenges.

7. How can I feel connected?
a. Reach out.
b. Join or start a study group.
c. Connect with offices that bring students together.

8. How can I take care of my own wellness?
a. Be kind to yourself.
b. Reach out for help.

As vaccines are being administered around the world daily, this gives students, faculty and staff
hope that their education would be delivered back in-person.

[END]


